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ABSTRACT 

Wadi el-Jarf, located south of Zarafana, has parallels to two other Red Sea sites, Ain Sukhna (Ayn Soukhna) and Mersa/Wadi Gawasis. 

Over the course of two campaigns (2011-2012), an elaborate complex of storage galleries (some for storage of boat parts), including a system 

for closure, was excavated, as were camps, facilities for pottery production, dry-stone structures, and an L-shaped jetty with associated stone 

anchors. Inscriptional evidence allows for interpretation of the organization of the site and a date (reign of Khufu). Seemingly the earliest 

Egyptian harbor installation on the Red Sea, it may have been superceded by Ain Sukhna. 

0 ver the past decade, our understanding of the 

occupation of the Red Sea coasts by the Egyptians has 
extensively developed, thanks in no small part to the 

exploration of two harbor sites, which were recently subject to 

major archeological work. Mersa Gawasis, discovered in 1976 by 

Egyptian archeologist Abd el-Moneim Sayed near the modern 

city ofSafaga,1 was the subject of a new study started in 2001 as a 

joint mission of the University of Naples and Boston University, 

under the direction of R. Fattovich and K. Bard. The result of 

this work has allowed for the shedding oflight on the existence at 

this location of a harbor built in a lagoon, which was regularly 

used over the course of the Twelfth Dynasty for the sailing of 

expeditions to the mysterious land of Punt, along the southern 

reaches of the Red Sea.2 

At Ain Sukhna (Ayn Soukhna), in the northern Gulf of 

Suez, a longer lasting installation was explored starting in 2001 by 

a joint team from the Universite Paris-Sorbonne Qoint Research 

Unit 8167 of the French National Centre for Scientific 

Research) and the IFAO (French Institute of Oriental 

Archeology).3 In this location, a system of storage galleries was 

gradually uncovered along the shore. It was used starting in the 

late Fourth Dynasty by expeditions launched from the 

administrative capital of Memphis. These sailed from this spot 

when heading to the south of the Sinai Peninsula, to a mining 

zone used by the Egyptians for the exploitation of copper and 

turquoise. Between two expeditions, the boats for these voyages 

were most likely dismantled and stored in the galleries until they 

were used again. The site seems to have been used under 

conditions similar to those during the Middle Kingdom of Egypt 

- and two complete crafts from this period, which had been 
burned in ancient times, were discovered in two of the site's 

galleries. 

The sites of Ain Sukhna and Mersa Gawasis demonstrate 

well, and each in its own manner, the importance of the Red Sea 

coast throughout Pharaonic history.4 The discovery of a new site 

in Wadi el-Jarf, slightly south of the coastal city of Zafarana and 

some 100 km south of Ain Sukhna (Figure 1 ), brings further 

information to the general picture of this ancient occupation of 

the coast.5 

The site of Wadi el-Jarf has been mentioned a number of 

times but never formally identified as a harbor site from the 

Pharaonic era. The first description of these vestiges was provided 

by British explorer Sir John Gardner Wilkinson, who visited the 

site in 1823 in the company ofJames Burton.6 A passage from his 

travel notes, published in 1832 upon his return from Egypt, 

describes in this location a system of galleries, which he believed 

to be catacombs, built into a rocky hillock a few kilometers from 

the coast: 

Near the ruins is a small knoll containing eighteen 

excavated chambers, beside, perhaps, many others, 

the entrance of which are no longer visible. We 

went into those where the doors were the least 

obstructed by the sand or decayed rock, and 

found them to be catacombs; they are well cut and 

vary from about eighty to twenty-four feet, by 

five; their height may be from six to eight feet. 

They are rounded at the upper end, and in many 

of them, at nearly two feet and a half from that 

wall, is a partition of hewn stone, stretching across 

from one side to the other, but not now, if ever, of 

any height. Some of the chambers are double, 

communicating by a door. 
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A century lacer, in che 1950s, che site was once again 

reported, this rime by two French Suez C,mal pilots and amateur 

archcologists, F.13isscy and R. Chabot Morisseau. The work that 
they carried our on che site, which they referred to as Rod el

Khawaga, as suggested by their Bedouin guide, is now known 

thanks co the recent publication of their field notes through che 
efforts of Ginette Lacaze and Luc Camino.7 They sketched out a 

provisional plan of chc complex of galleries present on the site, 
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accompanied by a number of phocos. A selection of ceramics was 

also drawn and attributed co che Old Kingdom (Sixth Dynasty), 

thanks co the expertise of \'V.13. Emcry.8 On the coast, a harbor 
structure was also located by Fran(,ois Bissey, who provided a 

brief description of this in the Bulletin de fa societe d'etudes 

historiques et geographiques de l'isthme de Suez.~ 
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Figure I: Map of Egypt showing the position of Wadi el-Jarf 

Due to che Suez Crisis of 1956, chis study had to be 
abandoned, however, and it was only recently that work started 

up once again on the site, in the framework of a mission 

undertaken by Univcrsitc Paris IV, Assiut University and the 
IFAO.rn In June 2011, an initial field campaign allowed for chc 

identification of different components and the sketching out of a 
thorough topographical plan. The site is developed over 6 km 

from east to west, from the first rocky foothills of the mountains 

of the eastern desert to the Red Sea coast (Figure 2). le consists of 
the following elements: 

,i) A system of storage galleries comparable to those 
recently uncovered on the ocher two currently 

known harbor sites (Ain Sukhna and Mcrsa 

Gawasis) (Figures 3 and 4). This complex is 
substantially more developed than those of the 

ocher sites, including some chircy galleries. 
Seventeen of chem arc arranged in a radial fashion 

around a small rocky hillock, while nine others -

and most likely many more buried in the sand - are 
dug into che side of a small wadi oriented norch

souch. At chis location, the topography 1s 

distinguished by a substantial accumulation of 

rubble resulting from the digging of this storage 
system, which seems to have been built in relatively 

consistent fashion in an extremely limited number 
of phases; indeed, despite chc density of the 

installation, the galleries accidentally intersect only 
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twice, which seems co attest co che efficient ,md 

uniform planning of che complex. On average, they 

arc some 20 m long, 3 m wide and 2 m high - but 
at times extend more than 30 m. At the entry, the 

vestiges of an elaborate closure system are 

systematically present ( evidenced at each of the 30 
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Figure 2: Map showing the position of the components of the Wadi d-Jarf site 
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b) The camps of che Old Kingdom are farther e,tsc, 

in the last of the limestone hills overlooking chc 
immense coastal plain bordering the Red Sea at 

this location (5 km away). The most developed 
one contains several stone installations 

circumscribed by a long north-south wall 
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controlling access to che complex, with a natural 

drain doing so to the case. It must be emphasized 
that the raised position of these installations 

provides an excellent point from which to view 

both the gallery zone to the southwest and che 
Red Sea coast complex to the case. 
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Figure 3: Map of the galleries complex 

c) Halfway between che camps and che coast, at the 
heart of the cmtscal plain separating che lase 

mountainous surge from the sea, a large 

rectangular dry-scone structure has been 
discovered, covered in a great deal of sand (60 x 

30 m, internally divided into 13 long transverse 

spaces). 

d) A final complex of installations is located on the 

coast itself (Figure 5). Here, a complete dry scone 

structure is found - possibly a landmark -
alongside inscallacions covered in a great deal of 

sand. 

c) Finally, some 160 m to chc case, an L-shapcd jetty 

is visible during low tide, largely underwater 

except for the extremity of the ease-west branch, 
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which is anchored to the shore (Figure 6). This 
jetty begins on the shore and continues 

underwater co the case, with a length of 155 to 

160 m. It then veers off southeast on a more 
irregular track for around 120 m. Its visible part 

reveals a rather regular assembly of large blocks 

and limestone scones, allowing for the protection 

of a vast artificial anchorage zone of over 2.5 ha. 

Submarine exploration carried out during low 

tide has confirmed the harbor function of this 
installation: at lease 21 limestone boat ,mchors 

were discovered in situ, in sheltered position to 

the south of the jetty's cast-west branch (Fih'lll'C 

7). The discovery near the anchors of at least four 

large jars identical co those found elsewhere on 
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the site indicate that all of these installations are contemporaneous with one another. 

hgure 4: Entrance to galleries G3-G6, with position of control marks found in 2012 
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Ulrim,trely, it is clear char the series of installations of Wadi 

d-Jarf arc closely linked with the coastal site of EI-Markha/ Tcll 
Ras Budran, on the other shore of the Gulf of Suez, directly 

across from the aforementioned jetty. At this location, a team 

from the University of Toronto directed by G. Mumford has 
been excavating a circular fortiflcd structure11 that visibly marks 

chc landing point for expeditions leaving from Wadi cl-Jarf, 

which is confirmed by the fact that the ceramic locally produced 
at the latter site represents an overwhelming proportion of what 

is found along the Sinai co,tsc. 

Figure 6: The Old Kingdom Wharf 

The second campaign of che Wadi el-J,1rf archaeological 

mission, which ran from March 15 to April 15, 2012, allowed for 

the clarification of a certain amount of information obtained 

during the first survey operation of the site. The importance of 
the information gathered from the zone of storage galleries led to 

their being the focus of the efforts of the excavation carried out 

chis year. Eight galleries were excavated in total out of the 30 

contained on the site. Three of them still contained a substantial 

stock of large storage jars, visible at the surface, which most likely 

served as water containers for boats. The complete excavation of 
these complexes allowed for an estimation of che scale of the 

supplies: a minimum of70 items in G l Sa, 63 items in Gl Sb, and 

188 items in G23. These large jars were locally produced: two 
potters' kilns used to make them were discovered at the foot of 

gallery zones G3 to G6. Furthermore, prior to being fired they 
nearly systemically received an inscription in red ink indicating 

their destination, invariably naming a team - or more specially, a 

crew - that had worked on the site. It is also observed that an 
identical indication appears in repetitive fashion in each one of 

chese storage sp,tces, which must have therefore been ,tssigned to 

one specific work group. Gallery G23 mainly houses jars bearing 
chc indication Gallery G 156, that of a team known as 

( Great is his lion); Gallery G 15a, containers reserved for a 

group designated by the name ( 'J 1Jose who are 

known qf''J'wo Falcons qf Gold') (Figure 8). This last indication, 

using Khufu's Horus of Gold n,tme, also reveals a precise dating 

of these markings, largely confirmed by che typoloh'Y of the 
pottery, characteristic of the first half of the Fourth Dynasty. The 

other excavated galleries seem to have been used for the storage of 

bo,tt elements. They are regularly equipped with transverse short 
low walls with just one stone foundation serving as a support for 

chc large planks arranged within. Very little remains of this stock, 

which seems to have been fully recovered prior to the definitive 
abandonment of che site. However, severnl hundred fragments 

and wood offcuts, the presence of tenons, oar elements, and 

various other flttings provide a rather clear idea of the presence of 
these boats in the galleries at one point in the history of the site. 

The systematic excavation of the esplanade built before the 

ent1y co galleries G3 - G6 has also provided more precise insight 
into che steps of the overall construction of this storage system. 

The complex of galleries was cle,1rly dug out all ,tt once, with one 

part of the excavated material having been used to even out the 
natural slope lying before the entries. On this first terrace, levels 

of occupation contemporaneous with the galleries' functioning 
are found, charnccerized by fire pits and ,tsh ,tccumulacions. 

figure 7: Ship anchor of the Old Kingdom found underwater 

Subsequencly, che closure of che g:Jleries brought about 

major construction: at chis time, large limestone blocks weighing 

several cons were used to build a platform in front of the entries, 
creating an access ramp before each one. The ground retains 

traces of traction and ,tdjustment operations for these blocks. 

Ultimately, each of the galleries was condemned by a large 

limestone block obstructing its entry. In front of GS, che sliding 

system used during the closure of the galleries was discovered in 
an exceptionally well-preserved state (Figure 9). Ic is made up of 

five m,tssive wooden beams - most likely recycled boat elements 

- placed in the axis of the slope. The presence of numerous 
control marks on the large blocks making up this platform is also 

enlightening in many respects. The names of a number of 

teams/ crews may thus be found in this complex: for example, the 

presence of The team of retainers of 'Great is the Lion' ( 
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). This demonstrates chat there is a close relationship 

between the inscriptions discovered on the jars and chose used in 

the final installation of the storage system. The presence of 

Khufu's cartouche on one of these blocks furthermore gives the 

exact date of the definitive condemnation of the complex of 

galleries, most likely shortly prior to the complete abandonment 

of the site (Figure 10). 
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Figure 8: Red marks giving names of ship crews on big scoring jars. 
N °l gives the Golden Horus name of Cheops ([ship crew named] 

"Those who are known co Horus Two Falcons of Gold"). 
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The understanding of the very modes of the site's 

occupation was thus considerably refined over the course of this 

campaign, with the whole of the data simultaneously highlighting 

the massive nature of the Egyptian installation and the brevity of 

this occupation, most likely limited to the early Fourth Dynasty 

and more specifically the reign of Khufu, with the majority of the 

discovered material marked with the name of this king. This 

system may very well be the first Red Sea coastal structure in 

Egyptian history, serving a function later taken over by the site of 
Ain Sukhna, which was closer to the administrative capital of 

Memphis. The question lingers, however, as to the essential 

Figure 9: Entrance to gallery GS (detail). 
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